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building basics Look, But Don’t Touch Windscreen care TIM KERN, EA A 852075



T



he most important information-gathering devices in your airplane are your eyes. While there are plenty of things to look at inside the cockpit, visual flying is nearly always from behind a sheet of plastic. When that plastic degrades or becomes damaged, our ability to see outside our aircraft becomes restricted, and our flight may become more stressful and less safe. Conspiring against our vision are bugs, birds, rain, dust, heat, cold, moisture, age, and mechanical and chemical stress. Plastics are different than glass. Glass is hard, tough, heavy, and brittle. Plastics (we’ll keep acrylics and polycarbonates together) are relatively soft, flexible, light, and delicate. If weight didn’t matter in aircraft, you’d see less plastic. However, plastic degrades over time, with damage occurring on the surface, but periodic surface renewal extends its life. The first defense is cleanliness; a clean surface does not carry the seed of its destruction: foreign matter. But, windows get dirty. Your best preliminary cleaning involves a lot of clean water and your bare hands. Soak and “float” the foreign material off and check with your palm—don’t grind anything into the surface. If you’re fighting dried bugs, you can soak a T-shirt in clean water and place (don’t drag!) it on top of the bugs. After the bugs are soaked, lift (don’t drag!) the T-shirt off. Then direct the water stream at the dead critters. After the surface is clean and dry, apply a proper “polish” and you’re good to go. It’s that simple—but the details get interesting. Visual degradation of clean windscreens is usually due to scratches, from micro-cracks or fog to deep scratches that can be felt with a fingertip. There are two ways to alleviate scratches: you can think of them as either “filling up the valleys” or “lowering the surrounding plateaus.” A plastic “polish” can temporarily fill these micro-cracks.



Most spray polishes formulated for this duty (ClearView, Brillianize, All Kleer) will shine the clean surface. This is the equivalent of “filling the valleys.” When scratching gets deeper, though, restoration (with a true polish) is required. “Lowering the surrounding plateau” takes more time and results in a fresh surface. The methodical, scientific grinding of the top surface of the plastic (between 0.0005 inch and 0.003 inch is typically removed) exposes a new scratch-free surface.



The first defense is cleanliness; a clean surface does not carry the seed of its destruction: foreign matter.



Consistent Expert Advice An experienced airframe and powerplant mechanic who does professional restorations on jets once told me that he’s seen people use MEK, alcohol, ammonia, even acetone. These can soften windscreens or make them hazy. More commonly and equally bad are shop rags, paper towels, and razor blades, he said. “Do not use harsh soap or old or re-washed rags, brushes, sponges; even the bucket could have stuff in it that scratches,” he said. “Let only mechanics (not line personnel) clean a windscreen.” Resist your own temptations, too. “Don’t wash the windscreen as though it were just part of the plane,” he added. Damage is also found on the inside, but it can be minimized. “Don’t put books, charts, headsets, etc. on the dash—they often scratch the ’shield, and those scratches are hard to get to,” he added. “Don’t try to clean little smudges—like with spit on a handkerchief. It won’t help.” Tim Larson, lead surface care specialist at Meguiar’s Inc., offered practical advice. Never let dead bugs stick around. EAA Sport Aviation
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Before and after photo of a windscreen after a plastic “polish.”



“Some bugs actually etch, and you’ll need a cleaner (like Meguiar’s PlastX, he noted) to get that out.” Work it in with a foam applicator pad and elbow grease and wipe it off. It contains “diminishing abrasives,” abrasives that break down as you use them. The grit size gets smaller during polishing, giving good cut at the beginning and finer polishing action maybe two minutes later. Stop, wipe it up, and repeat. “The more fresh applications—the more elbow grease, the better.” All of the experts said to use plenty of polishing pressure. When washing the aircraft, Tim suggested not using detergents, just a pH-balanced automotive wash. “They’re mild, yet they do a good job on dirt and grime.” Coming from the automotive products industry, Tim noted that you can save money by washing your towels (the deeper the nap, the better), but don’t use fabric softeners or dryer sheets. These can fill the towels with fragrances, etc., reducing absorbency and porosity. If your windscreen is severely oxidized, Tim noted you may want to use Meguiar’s Fine-Cut Cleaner. “This leaves a haze; then use PlastX. It’s not permanent; you’ll have to do it every few months.” Either way, “Fix it as soon as you notice it; if you let it get bad, it can be a lot more trouble.” Learn more at www.Meguiars.com.



Peter Hoyt, CEO of Black Lab Corp., which makes and bottles All Kleer, noted that it “leaves a slick, anti-static surface and masks fine scratches.” Piper uses All Kleer on all the windscreens on its new planes. It’s been used by FBI surveillance teams and on military jet canopies, too. Waterbased All Kleer “is not a permanent filler; it’s meant for everyday cleaning, and its slippery surface makes routine cleaning easier, too. It’s an effective rain-dispersal agent (once per rainstorm); bugs come off more easily, and fog is reduced,” Peter said. Find more information at www. BlackLabCorp.com. Christy Hiller, vice president at Plastek LLC, pointed out that all abrasives are not equal. “For actual repair, you need a product that removes the high points around the scratches, not just temporarily fills them,” she said. “EZClear products restore clarity to 99.7 percent. That’s better than your eyes can detect. But polish the entire window, so you don’t distort the view.” Plastek’s two-step process works on damage from heavy hazing to just about anything that won’t require a panel replacement, and its kit lets owners of experimentals do their own work. For about $100, using the proper polisher (don’t even try to use typical drill motors, air tools, or batterypowered polishers as they are underpowered), “You can redo the whole windscreen in 20-30 minutes.” (Typically, newbies are comfortable with polishing after 15 minutes of practice. Practice first!) “If you do the whole window, you’ll pretty much get it right,” Christy continued. “Just follow the directions. It’s a forgiving process; check your work frequently to be sure you’ve done enough polishing (and not too much). Do a whole panel; concentrating on a single spot can cause distortion or noticeable discoloration.” How much compound you’ll need is a concern for firsttimers. Plastek customers generally find that after they’ve used about 2-1/2 to 3 ounces (of the supplied 3.5 ounces),



Do’s and Don’ts Don’t: • Spot-clean or spot-polish a windscreen. • Use a dry towel or rag to “whisk away” dust, etc. • Use powdered detergents or harsh soaps. • Put your hand on the windscreen. In addition to the scratch hazard, this may actually etch the plastic. • Put your stuff (books, charts) on the dash—you may scratch the inside of the windscreen. • Use paper towels, shop rags, or even washed cloths or microfiber rags on a windscreen. • Scrape or rub a windscreen, regardless of the tool you use. • Use hair dryers or heat guns to clear frost or ice from your windscreen. Short of melting it, the application of concentrated heat can distort or craze the plastic. You may not immediately notice the distortion, but your brain will try to fix it subconsciously, leading to a post-flight headache. • Use things like ammonia, Windex, Pledge—things that are made for glass aren’t necessarily made for plastic, and usually don’t work well.
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• Use fabric softeners or dryer sheets if you must recycle your cleaning cloths. • Use chemicals that aren’t manufacturer-approved. Some that are never to touch your windscreen include the obvious ones (gasoline, MEK, toluene, petroleum distillates, acetone, sulfuric or nitric acid, methylene chloride) and some not-too-obvious, like household glass cleaners. Do: • Keep the surfaces protected. The only thing worse than putting a dusty cloth over your canopy is leaving it completely unprotected in a dust storm. (If you’re not about to get sandblasted, though, don’t put that dusty cover on! Go indoors.) • Use only new, disposable microfiber cloths for routine cleaning. • Use specially formulated products in the manner recommended by the manufacturers. • Remember that if the directions say to shake the juice, shake it a lot. The abrasives and other compounds must be uniformly distributed to provide consistent results.



they’ve loaded up the pad so much they need a liquid to draw the polish out. No problem, as long as the pads don’t get dirty. (Cleaning the pads also wastes precious polish.) Christy said a pro can do “probably two-and-a-half Cessna 182s per kit.” Visit www.PlastekLLC.com to learn more.



After the Scratches Are Gone When you’ve restored your view, you’ll want to protect it. David Wallace, director of sales and marketing at Brillianize, recommended that you wash the windscreen with approved cleaner and de-ionized or soft water, to reduce static electricity, which attracts dust and dirt. The surface must be absolutely clean. (Brillianize is not a “bug-remover.”) For the absolute best window life, David recommended disposable rayon/polyester cloths used in the manufacturing of CDs and DVDs. “Don’t take the dirt from one job to another,” he advised. “Consumers also like microfiber cloths, but those absorb so well that it’s hard to keep them clean.” Brillianize is eco-friendly (it’s recommended even for use on interior aquarium surfaces), and its polysiloxane base leaves an anti-static coating that lasts for a week or more. It eventually dissipates, so you can reapply it without a buildup. It’s recommended by Boeing and Aviall and used at the Smithsonian and Guggenheim museums. “Don’t just reach for anything,” David said. “Think about what you’re cleaning—is it glass; is it coated? What am I trying to remove? Is the product appropriate for that job?” How expensive is misuse of a product? “We get



calls every week from big-screen TV owners, after they’ve damaged the coating.” Brillianize takes little work; apply it to a clean dry surface and polish it, a couple square feet at a time. Use vertical and horizontal strokes when applying by hand, not a circular motion, but a professional buffer is okay. Then buff “until the surface feels like ice.” Learn more about Brillianize at www.Brillianize.com. One additional note: When installing a windscreen, be sure to follow the manufacturer’s directions. Holes that are too tight on the fasteners, over-tightened screws, misaligned holes, too-small or wrong-material washers—all will build stresses and result in premature failures.



Summary As a rule, use the least-aggressive method first. It may be all you need, and you’ll do the smallest amount of work; an overly aggressive product can make the job “unfixable.” Not every cleaner works on every surface. Plastek’s advice is typical: “The abrasives in EZClear will alter the original prescription in your eyeglasses.” Take care of your windows. Polishing and proper attention are demanding. Not seeing another aircraft may be much more so! Tim Kern is a private pilot and certified aviation manager as well as an aviation writer and consultant based near Indianapolis, Indiana. You can find him online at www.TimKern.com.
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